Quality of Service (QoS), especially timeliness. Although a lot of work has been done in the context of RRM (Radio Resource Management), the deliverance of quality service to the end user still reeeeeeeeeeeeemains a challenge. 
CBR Based Congestion Control Algorithm
CBR is the primary component of planning layer. CBR consists of a library which carries with it a set of records to solve the arising issues. It works in conjunction with Case Adaptation Algorithm when required e.g. if library fails to find an exact match. CBR library contains a case part (current network situation) and a solution part. The later contains the buffer stay time for previously dealt users. SLA in our work is defined in terms of tolerable threshold for call blocking rate, we have to set particular values for threshold for each class. In this paper, we consider three types of users' classes. For Gold users, threshold is assumed 0.03 while for silver users, this limit is 0.06. These thresholds also represent the relative priority of Gold vs. Silver. The Bronze has lowest priority of being assigned a call slot in critical situation, so it has zero buffer stay time and hence excluded from the CBR library. The case library is stored on the physical medium in the form of a binary tree in XML format. The binary format of XML storage has its benefit of providing us with an even better access to cases with fewer instructions [15] . The details of the CBR based Congestion Control Algorithm is given in the Sects. 4.1 and 4.2.
Case Retrieval Algorithm
There are three main scenarios that can occur for Case Retrieval Algorithm as follows:
Congestion for Gold users only, Congestion for Silver users only, Congestion for both Gold and Silver users.
For each of these scenarios, the algorithm looks into the library using different searching preferences explained in 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
Case Retrieval: Congestion for Gold Users
When the congestion is restricted to gold users only, the algorithm will search on the basis of GoldRate of a solved case in the library because there is no congestion for other users and preference is given to Gold. Upon locating the exact match which is the ideal scenario, it is applied otherwise case adaptation (explained in 4.2) modifies the nearly matched solution and uses it to reduce congestion. It should Fig. 3 Case based reasoning library. 
where C is described in Sect. 4.1.1 CBR Y=SilverRate of the nearly matched case retrieved from the CBR M=GoldRate of the current case (situation) of the system N=SilverRate of the current case (situation) of the system These variables are also shown in Fig. 3 . It is obvious that the new buffering times will almost be the same as the CBR retrieved case because it is the nearest match and rest of the difference is interpolated by the Eqs. (2) and (3) above. (M-X) and (N-Y) are the factors due to which current case and CBR retrieved case are not exactly matched. To calculate the NewGoldBufferTime, A is the most important factor because it is GoldBufferTime of the CBR retrieved case. (M-X) calculates the difference between GoldCongestionRate of current system case and CBR retrieved Case. Similarly, B is the most important factor while evaluating NewSilverBufferTime. (N-Y) computes the difference between SilverCongestionRate of current system case and CBR retrieved case.
The factors (M-X) and (N-Y) can also be negative depending upon the fact that GoldRate of the current case is less than the one retrieved from the CBR and SilverRate of the current case is less than the one retrieved from the CBR respectively. Depending upon the values of (M-X) and (N-Y), A and B are increased or decreased respectively. This algorithm can be elaborated through an example as follows:
Let's say the current condition of the system is noted as:
And retrieved nearest case from CBR is record 3 in Fig. 3 . This example shows that the GoldRate of the current case i.e. 0.034 is less than the CBR retrieved case i.e. 0.035, which means that congestion for Gold in current case is less than the record 3 above. So NewGoldTime should be a bit lesser than A, that's why (M-X) factor is negative to reduce A. If M-X is positive, it shows that GoldCongestionRate of current case is greater than that of the CBR retrieved case. In such scenario NewGoldBufferTime should be greater than A so it adds positive factor into A. The more a connection request stays in buffer, the more chances it will have to get channel. Similar logic is applied to calculate NewSilverTime using Eq. (3). (N-Y) in Eq. (2) adds or subtracts from A because there is only single buffer shown in Fig. 2 in which all the users stay waiting for channel. So their buffer stay time affects one another. As Gold is of the highest priority we add a portion of SilverTime in GoldTime to give it more preference.
Performance Evaluation
In this section we describe the performance evaluation of the proposed system. These results present the performance analysis of case retrieval and case adaptation algorithm. The measure of this performance is represented by call blocking rate.
Test Bed Setup
Simulation of the WCDMA environment has been carried out in Matlab while the proposed algorithms have been implemented in Java and then integrated with Matlab. In the test bed setup, we consider one BS with random incoming calls. Our system could supports almost 500 calls at a time depending upon signal power of the system and flexible support for ratio of Gold, Silver and Bronze users. 
Congestion Control
We simulated the system with and without applying the proposed architecture.
We checked for congestion of Gold and Silver users respectively.
Since, there is no SLA requirement for Bronze customers, they can suffer from congestion in the network to any extent. It should be noted that under the congestion scenario Gold and Silver users were served at the cost of Bronze customers.
Congestion Behavior of the WCDMA Traffic without Proposed System
As the simulation was put into action, the connection requests started pouring into the system. The normal behaving system soon turned into a congested one as the gap between subsequent calls reduced. Since there was no policy for buffering, the call blocking rate kept increasing. Gold, Silver and Bronze users' call blocking rates are shown on the graph in Fig. 4 without considering any type of SLA.
Congestion
Behavior of the WCDMA Traffic with
Proposed System
Connections arrive in the system randomly. Also the arrival of Gold or Silver users is unpredictable.
Results show that the threshold barrier is never broken when policy is established. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, the threshold for gold customers is 0.03 and for silver 0.06. So, as the blocking rate reaches at 0.025 for gold or 0.055 for silver connections, the case retrieval and case adaptation algorithms are activated so as to cater for the congestion before it occurs.
The threshold values we assumed were not hard and can be Blocking rates without applying policies. changed as per SLA. At point P which is the threshold value for Gold user, the notifications went up and system applied new policy. As a result, congestion dropped continuously (Fig. 5) as connection requests got buffering time which increased their chances of getting requests fulfilled. The key point is to prevent congestion before it attacks the system.
Similarly for Silver connections, the retrieval and solution adaptation algorithm is activated when Silver blocking rate approaches 0.06. The blocking rate started dropping at point Q after new policy is applied and the system assure the SLA (Fig. 6) . Figure 6 also depicts the fact that SLA for both Gold and Silver users is marinated.
Congestion Behavior of the WCDMA Traffic with
Proposed System with Modified SLA
In this section, we analyze our system with varied SLAs as the system is dynamic and able to comply with customized situations and requirements autonomously. In our variation The congestion for gold later tends to touch the threshold boundaries at Point P (Fig. 7) , similarly for Silver, it tends to touch at P and Q (Fig. 8) . At these points gold and silver respectively are on the brink of breaking thresholds which are duly handled by the system in autonomous and decentralized way.
In all the figures (Figs. 4-8) , we see a hiatus between the beginning of simulation time and the congestion lines depicting the state of congestion for each class. This interval is the period of non-congestion when all the requests are duly complied with in a normal way. Once the congestion tends to approach the threshold rate, the system applies the policy to ensure congestion free operation with respect to SLA of users' class. Simulation confirms the validity of the proposed system architecture and algorithm to achieve QoS as per SLA in dynamic cellular network environment.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a novel congestion control technique which guarantees QoS through high assurance for users' heterogeneous and changing requirements. The hallmark of proposed system is the SLA that serves as an important benchmark in the system primarily to maintain QoS for the customer various classes. The proposed intelligent agent-based system architecture is realized with CBR in conjunction with proposed retrieval and adaptation algorithm that act as a source for SLA based congestion avoidance through usage of case library. We carried out evaluation of the proposed system using Matlab for network environment and Java as implementation language for the proposed system architecture and algorithm. The system performs very well when applied to a number of congestion scenarios, and ensures QoS for various classes of users as per SLA in dynamic environment. Through the proposed system, 3G networks can combat congestion efficiently in order to achieve the high standards of QoS which will eventually help SPs retain and win new customers in dynamic environments.
The future direction is to extend the autonomous RRM among adjacent cells in cellular networks.
